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FOREWORD

Growing up is many things and made of many components. Sometimes
we only see a child's grade in school, occasionally his or her affections,
and always the child's mischief. I believe we only see what our adult
eyes want us to see. All children have aspirations and poetry is one of
their outlets...now we have a chance to See what our children want to
tell us.

Poetry of Endearing Memories in Southville lnternational School and
Colleges (P.O.E.M.S.) is a collection of verses written by our students
and dedicated to the memory of growing up in a time different from
ours. The contributors are ordinary students who stood shoulder to
shoulder in facing their own challenges and whose richness of spirit and
quiet courage in the face of adversity inspired the writing of these poems.

This compilation provides wonderful meditations and realizations for all
of us as we share in our children's natural ability to experience, imagine,
and believe, and affirm their miraculous existence.
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FOREWORD

J oon it shall all be over-
O ne year filled with endearing memories that will transcend time.
U ntil such time that we all part ways,
T ogether let us reminisce each moment
H olding on to every experience
It ery much aware that each is important
I n shaping what it is
t ive through each fragment once again
t oving each part that make up the whole
E vading nothing that may destroy the picture.

It is in this spirit that this compilation of verses is formed. lt brings to the fore
the talents and skills of Southville students in writing poetry. lt celebrates the
individual achievement of each student in coming up with a simple and yet
beautiful work of art. lt hopes to awaken the genius and the artist that are
within the heart and mind of each Southville student. lt is, as well, a fitting
tribute to the men and women that make up the Southville faculty who have
been continually nurturing and inspiring these students into becoming the
achievers they ought to be.

Finally, and most important of all, this compilation is a testimony of the undying
commitment of Southyille lnternational School and Colleger not just to be an
institution that molds and produces future leaders and movers of society but
as well as an institution that promotes the arts as a way of life.

May this year's P.O.E.M.S. lead us to realize and discover the true, the good,
and the beautiful that are inherent in each one of us.
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FOREWORD

Start early, start young
Enliven your thoughts left unsung

Chronicle the years of childhood years
Reminisce your joys and tears

Poetry knows no bounds
Young and old, thoughts abound
Serious, flippant, happy or sad

You can make your readers glad

Changes happen everyday
What would you change if you have your way?

We sometimes heed things differently
And run through all days flippantly

Let your mind wander to spots unknown
Give bent to your imagination.

Wade in the shallow, fathom the depth
Of reminiscence hard to forget

Pen those thoughts running wild
Be carried away by the tide

Whatever... The paper is waiting
Send your pencil scribbling

Don't ignore the simple, the mundane
Write about you, what's around or beyond

Listen to the quiet or yield to the noise.
Come, let everyone hear your voice

Sooner or later you will mature
There's a lot to share for sure

Capture the beauty of your prime
Poetic meanderings for all time.
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